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Let G be a -separable group and  a set of prime numbers. A
Ž . Ž .nonempty subset B of Irr G is called a character -block of G if, for
Ž .any p  , B is a union of character p-blocks, and B is a minimal one
Ž .with this property. Denote by Blk G the set of -blocks of G.
For the following discussion we first list some properties of Glauber-
manIsaacs character correspondence.
LEMMA 1. Suppose that U and A are finite groups of coprime orders and
Ž .  Ž . athat A acts on U by automorphism. Set Irr U   Irr U     forA
4 Ž .any a A and C C A .U
Ž .   Ž . Ž .a 5, 5.2 If B A and D C B , respectiely denoting by  U, A ,U
Ž . Ž . U, B , and  D, AB the GlaubermanIsaacs character correspondence
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .from Irr U to Irr C , from Irr U to Irr D , and from Irr D toA B AB
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Irr C , we hae  U, A   U, B  D, AB .
Ž .   Ž . Ž .b 1, 3.5 For  Irr U ,  U, A is an irreducible constituent ofA
 .C
Ž .   Ž . Ž .c 5, 5.3 If VU is A-inariant,  Irr U , and  Irr VA A
Ž . Ž .   with   U, A and   V, A , then  ,   0 if and only ifV
   ,   0.V C
Suppose that D is a -subgroup and that H is a subgroup of G with
Ž . Ž .  DC D 	H	N D . In 4, Sect. 3 Slattery defines inductively theG G
Ž . Ž . Ž .-block induction i H, G from Blk H to Blk G by employing the 
Ž .GlaubermanIsaacs character correspondence: Let NO G , b
Ž . Ž . Ž .Blk H , and CHN; then C D 	 C	N D and, for any n C N N

1 
1 Ž .and any dD	H, we have d n dnND 1, so C C D .N
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Ž . Ž . ŽChoose  Irr C lying under b and  Irr N fulfilling   N,D
. Ž .D , and denote by T T  the stabilizer of  in G. If TG, thenG
 there is a unique -block B in G lying over  by 3, 2.8 . Define
Ž .bi H, G  B.
If T  G, consider H T. Since H normalizes D, for any hH, we
h Ž . hstill have   Irr N and moreover, since    if and only ifD
h Ž .    Ž   , we get H T T  ; hence, by 3, 2.10 , there is b  Blk HH 
.  H 4 Ž .T   such that b 	  	 b . Now, since DC D 	H T	T
Ž .      Ž . Ž .N D , T  G , b i H T , T is defined by induction. Set UO T ,T 
Ž . Ž . then HU C D ; choose 
 Irr HU lying under b and U
Ž . Ž .  Ž .Irr U fulfilling 
  U, D . We have that b i H T , T is a -blockD
Ž .of T lying over  by induction; then  lies over  by Lemma 1 c , and so
 Ž .  G  Ž .4 Ž .b i H T , T lies over . Thus B 	  	 b i H T , T  Blk G
  Ž .by 3, 2.10 and we define B bi H, G .
 LEMMA 2 4, 3.2 . Let G be p-solable and H	G. Suppose that D is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .p-subgroup of G with DC D 	H	N D and that b Blk H . ThenG G p
Ž . Gbi H, G  b , the p-block induction of b.
 The following Lemma 3 is a corollary of 4, 3.1 .
Ž . GLEMMA 3. Suppose that H	G, b Blk H and that b is defined.p
Then for any  b, there is an irreducible constituent of  G contained in bG.
Ž . Ž .Concerning the definition of bi H, G for any b Blk H , it is natural
to ask:
Ž . G Ž . G Ž .1 For any 	 b, if 	  Irr G , then is 	  bi H, G or not?
Ž . Ž .2 If HG, then does bi H, G lie over b or not?
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Ž . Ž . G3 If b  Blk H and b is defined for some p  , then is itp p p
G Ž .true that b  b if and only if b  bi H, G or not?p p
The first two questions are answered in the following Corollary 5 and
Corollary 6, and Theorem 4 can be viewed as a generalization of Lemma 3.
THEOREM 4. Suppose that D is a -subgroup and that H is a subgroup of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G fulfilling DC D 	H	N D . Let b Blk H and bi H, G  BG G 
Ž .  G Blk G . Then for any 	 b, there exists  B, such that  , 	  0.
 G Conersely, for any  B, there exists 	 b, such that  , 	  0.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Set NO G and CHN. Suppose that  Irr C lies
Ž . Ž .   under b and let  Irr N such that  N, D   ; then  ,   0CD
Ž .by Lemma 1 b .
Ž . Ž . Ž .If T T  G, then T  H. In this case we have b Irr H  G H
Ž . Ž .and B Irr G   by the definition of bi H, G . So for any  B, if
   there is no irreducible constituent of  contained in b, then  ,  H C
     0. But  ,    ,   0, a contradiction. Conversely, for any 	 b,C C
G Ž G . if there is no irreducible constituent of 	 contained in B, then 	 ,N
  N  Ž  .N  Ž G .    0. But 0   ,  	 	 ,  	 	 ,  by the MackeyH N N
 Decomposition Theorem 2, 1.1.9 , a contradiction.
Ž .  ŽIf T  G, by the inductive definition of bi H, G , there is b  Blk H
.  Ž .  Ž .   H 4 T and B  Blk T fulfilling b i H T , T  B , b    b ,
 G 4  and B    B . By induction, for any  B , there is  b , such
 T     T that  ,   0; and, for any  b , there is  B , such that  ,   0.
G H  G Ž H .G So we have that, for any   B, there is   b, such that  , 
Ž G .  T   T  H G  ,   ,   0; and, for any   b, there is   B, suchT
G H G Ž . that  ,   0.
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COROLLARY 5. Suppose that D is a -subgroup and that H is a subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž . Gof G with DC D 	H	N D . Let b Blk H and 	 b. If 	 G G 
Ž . G Ž .Irr G , then 	  bi H, G .
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that D is a -subgroup and that H is a subgroup
Ž . Ž . Ž .of G with DC D 	H	N D . If b Blk H and HG, thenG G 
Ž .bi H, G lies oer b.
 To the third question, Slattery gives a partial answer in 4, 4.8 : For
Ž . Ž .p  and zG being a p-element, let C C z , b Blk C , andG 
Ž . G Ž . G Blk C with  b. Then  and bi C, G are defined and  p
Ž .bi C, G .
The main aim of the paper is to prove the following statement which is
 related to 4, 4.8 .
THEOREM 7. Suppose that D is a -subgroup and that H is a subgroup of
Ž . Ž .G fulfilling DC D 	H	N D . Suppose that G is p-solable for someG G
Ž . Ž .p  and that D has a p-subgroup P with C P 	H	N P . If bG G
Ž . Ž . G Ž .Blk H and  Blk H with  b, then   bi H, G . p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Proof. Set NO G , UO G , CHN C D H, and p N
Ž . Ž . Ž .VHU C P H; then C	 C D 	 V. Note that C P NU U N
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . C P 	NH C C D 	 C P , so C C P .G N N N
Ž . Ž . Ž .Denote by i H, G the map from Blk H to Blk G given by Slatteryp p p
   4 G G Ž .in 4, Sect. 3 for  p . Obviously,  is defined and    i H, G p
Ž . Ž .by Lemma 2. We have to prove that  i H, G  bi H, G .p
Ž . Ž .In the process of defining B bi H, G , choose  Irr C and 
Ž . Ž .Irr N , such that b lies over  ,   N, D , and B lies over . ForD
  any 	  b, we have 	 ,   0 since b lies over  , and there existsC
G        fulfilling  , 	  0 by Lemma 3; thus  ,   0.H C
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Ž . Ž .If T T  G, then B bi H, G is the unique -block of G lyingG
  over . It suffices to prove that  ,   0; then, we have  B, andN
G  B follows.
Ž .   Suppose that 
 Irr V lies under ; then we have 
 ,   0 sinceC
Ž . Ž . Ž . lies over  . Let  Irr U fulfilling 
  U, P , so that  i H, GP p
Ž .lies over  by the definition of the Brauer induction i H, G and thus p
lies over  . We have to prove that  lies over .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Because of  Irr N  Irr N and C C P  C D , thereD P N N
 Ž .  Ž .exists   Irr C fulfilling    N, P . Notice that PD since
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .PH, and by Lemma 1 a , we have  N, D   N, P  C P , DP .N
It is well known that
C DP  C D  C PŽ . Ž . Ž .C Ž P . N NN
Ž Ž . . and therefore we get  C P , DP  1, so that   . We now haveN
Ž . Ž . Ž .
  U, P and   N, P , thus  lies over  by Lemma 1 c ; it
follows that G  B.
Ž .If T  G, by the process of defining B bi H, G , we have H T
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .T  . Suppose that b  Blk H T and   Blk H T with bH  p
 H 4  H 4 Ž .H  Ž .   b and      . Thus   by 2, 5, 3.1 ii , and
 b holds.
Ž . Ž .Since C C D , we get D	 T  H T. Moreover, sinceN H
PC P 	H T	N P ,Ž . Ž .T T
Ž .T  Ž . Ž .T  Ž . and  i H T , T are defined, and we have    i H T , Tp p
  Ž . Ž .  Gby Lemma 2. Set B  b i H T , T ; then we have B bi H, G   
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4 Ž . Ž .T  B by the definition of i H, G . Now by induction, we get   B
G ŽŽ .H .G Ž .G ŽŽ .T .Gand, since      is defined,  is defined too, and
ŽŽ .T .G Ž .G G Ž .T  G     ; therefore, for any 	   B we have 	 
G GB  , thus   B.
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